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PREFACE

PREFACE
Midwest Reliability Organization (MRO) is dedicated to its vision of a highly reliable and secure North
American bulk power system. To ensure reliability of the bulk power system in the United States, Congress
passed the Energy Policy Act of 2005, creating a new regulatory organization called the Electric Reliability
Organization (ERO) to establish mandatory Reliability Standards and monitor and enforce compliance with
those standards on those who own, operate or use the interconnected power grid.
In 2006, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) approved the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) as the ERO under section 215(e)(4)
of the Federal Power Act. NERC delegates its authority to
monitor and enforce compliance to six Regional Entities
established across North America, of which MRO is one.
Recognizing the international nature of the grid, NERC as
the ERO, along with MRO, established similar
arrangements with provincial authorities in Canada.
The MRO region spans the provinces of Saskatchewan
and Manitoba, and all or parts of the states of Arkansas,
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wisconsin. The
region includes approximately 200 organizations that are
involved in the production and delivery of electric power,
including municipal utilities, cooperatives, investor-owned
utilities, transmission system operators, federal power
marketing agencies, Canadian Crown Corporations, and
independent power producers.
MRO's primary responsibilities are to: ensure compliance
with mandatory Reliability Standards by entities who own,
operate, or use the North American bulk power system;
conduct assessments of the grid's ability to meet electric
power demand in the region; and analyze regional system
events. Additionally, MRO creates an open forum for
stakeholder experts in the region to discuss important
topics related to addressing risk and improving reliable
operations of the bulk power system.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MRO’s 2021 Regional Summer Assessment (2021 RSA) includes a historical assessment of the 2020
summer season, and a preview of the upcoming 2021 summer season. MRO is utilizing the months of June
through September as the summer months in these analyses. This assessment provides an evaluation of
resource and transmission system adequacy necessary to meet projected summer peak demands in 2021,
and reviews historical performance analysis data to provide information on regional performance and trends
most impactful to system reliability. The historical performance analysis data is collected and analyzed
quarterly by MRO for entities in its regional footprint, while the resource and transmission system adequacy
reviews are conducted within MRO Planning Coordinators’ (PCs) footprints, which include Manitoba Hydro
(MH), Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO), Saskatchewan Power Corporation (SPC), and
Southwest Power Pool (SPP).
The following key findings represent MRO’s independent assessment of the 2021 summer season, as well as
potential operational concerns that may need to be addressed for summer 2021:

•

MISO’s reserve margin is sufficient to meet normal summer peak demand. However, extreme summer
peak load and generation outages will likely exceed capacity resources that are available and require
additional transfers from surrounding areas.

•

MH, SPC, and SPP anticipate resources are sufficient to meet operating reserve requirements under
normal demand and outage scenarios. Above normal summer peak load and generation outages
could result in SPC and SPP entering conservative operations or issuing EEAs to mitigate energy
shortages. Situational awareness of unplanned generation outages and low wind forecasts, along with
mitigation activities like demand response during extreme weather conditions, can help Balancing
Authorities (BAs) reconcile the uncertainty associated with seasonal planning reserve margins and
manage real-time energy shortfalls within their footprints.

•

Conventional generation resource performance and availability is key for meeting projected summer
demand. Rapidly changing resource mix and increased levels of renewable energy resources are
creating significant challenges for operators, particularly with real-time wind forecasting errors.
Continued monitoring and awareness of renewable generation uncertainty during peak load periods is
crucial and essential to the reliability of the Bulk Power System (BPS 1) in MRO’s region. As the
dependence on intermittent resources continues to increase, there will be a greater need for fast
responding dispatchable resources capable of following large unexpected changes in intermittent
resource output.

•

Transmission availability and protection system misoperations will continue to be an area of focus for
the region as summer is the most challenging season regarding availability, based on historical trends.

•

The impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic that resulted in generally lower loads in the 2020 summer
season are predicted to be slightly less impactful in the 2021 summer season. While we anticipate
demand for electricity this summer will increase, there is considerable uncertainty whether it will return
to pre-Covid-19 levels. Covid-19 is not expected to impact BPS reliability during the 2021 summer
season at this time.

(A) facilities and control systems necessary for operating an interconnected electric energy transmission network
(or any portion thereof); and (B) electric energy from generation facilities needed to maintain transmission system
reliability
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PURPOSE
MRO annually assesses the Reliability Coordinator (RC) and PC areas within the MRO region for reliability
and adequacy of the BPS. PCs are the responsible entities that integrate transmission facilities, service plans,
resource plans, and protection systems, to ensure reliability needs are met, and to collaborate with other
Transmission Planners to assess resource and transmission impacts on the interconnected area. RCs are
responsible for the real-time reliable operation of the BPS and have a wide area view of the system, as well
as the highest level of real-time operating authority over the entities in the RC footprint. The four PCs within
the MRO region are MH, MISO, SPC, and SPP. The three RCs within the MRO region are MISO (who is also
the RC for MH), SPC, and SPP.
NERC’s Reliability Assessment process, which covers all of North America, is a coordinated reliability
evaluation between the NERC Reliability Assessment Subcommittee (RAS), NERC staff, and the Regional
Entities. MRO’s 2021 RSA is an independent staff assessment that utilizes some of the same data as the
NERC 2021 Summer Reliability Assessment and NERC’s 2020 Long-Term Reliability Assessment, with a
greater focus on the MRO region. In addition to providing an evaluation of the 2020 summer season system
performance, this assessment also identifies reliability concerns for the upcoming 2021 summer season.
Sources of information for this assessment include MRO Performance Analysis (PA) data from the ERO
Generating Availability Data System (GADS), Transmissions Availability Data System (TADS), Misoperation
Information Data Analysis System (MIDAS), Event Analysis (EA), and NERC reliability assessment
information. MISO spans three Regional Entities: MRO, ReliabilityFirst (RF), and SERC Reliability Corporation
(SERC). MRO is responsible for collecting resource and transmission system adequacy data for the entire
MISO area and reviews it jointly with RF and SERC for NERC reliability assessments. In contrast, the review
of PA data for MISO includes only the MRO portion of the MISO footprint. MRO is responsible for collecting
and reviewing both PA data and NERC reliability assessment information for the entire MH, SPC, and SPP
PC footprints.
Figure 1 illustrates the North American assessment areas that are assigned to Regional Entities. MRO is
responsible for MH, MISO, SPC and SPP. Figure 2 shows the North American Regional Entity footprints that
are separate from the assessment areas.
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Figure 1: NERC Assessment Areas

Figure 2: Regional Entity Boundaries
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MRO REGISTRATION
There are more than 215 active registered entities on the NERC Compliance Registry (NCR) in the MRO
region. MRO has three RCs within the region that have a wide area view of their respective portions of the Bulk
Electric System (BES 1), overseeing five BAs; 37 Transmission Operators (TOPs) that operate transmission
facilities on behalf of 73 Transmission Owners (TOs); eight Transmission Service Providers (TSPs); and two
Reserve Sharing Groups (RSGs).

Figure 3: Operational Entities by Reliability Coordinator
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Independent Power Producers (IPPs) represent the greatest population of registered entities within MRO’s
region, with over 140 Generator Owners (GOs) and Generator Operators (GOPs) listed on the NCR. In addition
to the traditional sources of energy, including wind, MRO is now experiencing the addition of BES solar facilities
to the fleet of generation.
Within the MRO region, there are 62 Distribution Providers (DPs) interconnected to the BES. There are an
additional 12 Under Frequency Load Shed (UFLS)-only DPs that own, control, or operate UFLS Protection
System(s) needed to implement a required UFLS Program designed for the protection of the BES.
While all BAs and TOPs in the MRO region operate under the authority of one RC, the owners of generating
and transmission facilities may own facilities that reside in more than one RC footprint. Currently, six fleet
owners and operators of generating facilities operate in both the MISO and SPP RC footprints; one
transmission owner/planner has facilities under two RCs and a PC.
Four PCs within the MRO region coordinate and integrate the results of 46 TPs and 51 Resource Planners
(RPs) into their planning studies.

All Transmission Elements operated at 100 kV or higher and Real Power and Reactive Power resources connected
at 100 kV or higher.

1
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2020 SUMMER SEASONAL REVIEW
The 2020 summer seasonal review covers June through September 2020. This review includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BES Event Analysis
Energy Emergency Alerts
Generation Availability Database System
Transmission Availability Database System
Misoperation Information Data Analysis System
Historical Summer Load Forecast

The intent of this review is to provide information on regional performance and identify any system reliability
trends. Performance Analysis information (GADS, TADS, MIDAS) and EA data is collected and analyzed for
MRO’s regional footprint, while the resource and transmission system adequacy reviews are conducted within
the PC’s footprints.

BES Event Analysis
Analysis of large-scale outages and system disturbances is a responsibility of MRO. Information on this
program can be found in the NERC ROP Section 800. MRO follows the ERO Event Analysis Process that
involves working with the registered entity to develop a brief report, performing a root cause analysis of the
event, and documenting recommendations or lessons learned that can be shared with industry.
The MRO region saw a total of twelve transmission events on the system in 2020, five of which occurred
during the 2020 summer months. All but one of the events that took place during the 2020 summer season
were due to protection system misoperations. The non-protection misoperation event was due to severe
weather. MRO worked with registered entities to publish two lessons learned for the 2020 summer season to
share information regarding the following reliability concerns: Lockout Relay Component Failure Causes
Misoperation and Reportable Event and Mixing Relay Technologies in Directional Comparison Blocking
(DCB) Schemes. The Lockout Relay Component Failure Causes Misoperation and Reportable Event was
developed to address a trend of lockout relay trips MRO identified. This specific event involved transmission
at the 345 kV level and was due to a faulty lighted nameplate control circuit board within the lockout relay. The
Mixing Relay Technologies in DCB Schemes was targeted at mitigating misoperations - specifically those with
directional comparison blocking schemes that use microprocessors at one terminal and electromechanical
relays at the opposite terminal.
Figure 4 illustrates MRO’s Event Severity Index, which includes all BES events and allows for comparison of
the impact of each event on the BES. Each section of the bar represents the calculated impact of the event
using the number of elements lost, amount of generation lost, and amount of load lost. The green bar is the
average impact of all events in a given year, which MRO uses as a general indicator of how entities are
limiting the impacts of events on the BES. The primary focus of MRO is to limit large impact events, especially
those that could potentially lead to a cascading event. The average impact is lower in 2020 than in previous
years, which is the result of multiple factors. For example, the EA program is voluntary and entities may or
may not be reporting all events, the number of severe weather events in a given year directly impacts the
number of disturbances or events, and not all events meet the threshold of a categorized event (above a
Category 0). The lower average impact in 2020 could also be an indication of improved system performance
in the region.
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Figure 4: MRO Event Severity Index
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Described below are the event categories in the Event Severity Index:
Category 0: An event that does not meet the threshold of a 1a or above, but is still significant and is valuable
in sharing with industry and producing lessons learned.
Category 1a: An event that results in an unexpected outage that is contrary to design of three or more BES
facilities caused by a common disturbance.
Category 1h: An event that results in the loss of monitoring or control at a control center that significantly
affects the entity’s ability to make operating decisions for 30 continuous minutes or more.
Category 2d: An event that results in complete loss of off-site power (LOOP) to a nuclear generating station
per the Nuclear Plant Interface Requirement.
Category 2f: An event that results in an unintended loss of 300 MW or more of firm load for more than 15
minutes.
This section contains a summary of each of the five BES events that occurred during the 2020 summer
season, including the category, number of BES elements lost, MW of generation lost and MW of load lost.
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June 7, 2020 Transmission Event
Event Category: 1.a
•

# of BES facilities Interrupted: 3

•

MW of Generation Lost: 0 MW

•

MW of Load Lost: 1 MW

On June 7, 2020, at 6:23 a.m. CST, multiple breaker operations occurred due to line relaying at a series of
adjacent terminals on the 138 kV system. A phase to ground fault caused by a snake making contact on a 138
kV breaker at one of the terminals was determined to be the initiating fault. Different technologies of relays used
on the line protection scheme resulted in the initial fault being detected at different times leading to a
misoperation on the system. Three BES facilities were taken out of service as a result of correct and incorrect
protection scheme operations. Relay setting changes were implemented to improve the reliability of the
scheme.
July 30, 2020 Transmission Event
Event Category: 1.a
•

# of BES facilities Interrupted: 5

•

MW of Generation Lost: 0 MW

•

MW of Load Lost: 0 MW

On July 30, 2020, at 5:54 p.m. CST, a breaker failure relaying at a transmission substation resulted in removing
a 230 kV bus from service. Five BES elements connected to this bus were taken out of service as a result of
this relay operation. The cause of the relay operation could not be determined from subsequent investigations
at the substation. Associated lock out relays were successfully reset and the system restored to service. No
corrective actions were required.
August 2, 2020 Transmission Event
Event Category: 1.a
•

# of BES facilities Interrupted: 4

•

MW of Generation Lost: 0 MW

•

MW of Load Lost: 0 MW

On August 2, 2020, at 7:43 p.m. CST, a differential relay for a 161-69 kV transformer with an incorrect setting,
caused an operation for a non-fault condition two times. An on-site inspection did not show any evidence of a
fault and the relay was taken out of service due to redundant protection on the transformer. Improper isolation
of the disabled relay caused breaker failure operation which outaged four BES facilities. Relay settings were
corrected along with issues within the isolation procedure.
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August 10, 2020 Transmission Event
Event Category: 2.d
•

# of BES facilities Interrupted: 51

•

MW of Generation Lost: 460 MW

•

MW of Load Lost: 0 MW

On August 10, 2020, at 11:46 a.m. CST, transmission outages due to a severe weather event (derecho) caused
a total loss of offsite power to a nuclear generating facility. The nuclear generating facility had an output of 460
MW at the time of the event. No emergency actions were required to maintain reliability of the BES. The initial
focus was establishing an offsite power source to the generating facility followed by establishing transmission
sources to the transmission-distribution interconnections. Loss of offsite power (LOOP) is defined as the loss of
power supply from the power grid to the power plant, offsite power is especially important for Nuclear Power
Plants as multiple safety systems are required to cool the reactor in an emergency situation. It is ideal to have
access to an offsite power supply for the safety systems rather than rely only on onsite emergency diesel
generators. Offsite power was re-established at 12:26 p.m. CST on August 11, 2020, with the return of a 161
kV line at 12:26 p.m. CST on August 11, 2020. Due to the nature of this weather-related event, no corrective
actions were identified.
August 20, 2020 Transmission Event
Event Category: 1.a
•

# of BES facilities Interrupted: 5

•

MW of Generation Lost: 0 MW

•

MW of Load Lost: 60 MW

On August 20, 2020, at 1:50 p.m. CST, a 115 kV bus differential relay tripped due to an internal fault on a
transmission line breaker. Five BES facilities were taken out of service due to this event. The faulty breaker was
replaced.
Loss of Energy Management System Events
Loss of Energy Management System (EMS) events have the potential to reduce situational awareness on the
BES. There were five Category 1h (loss of monitoring or control at a control center) EMS-related system
events within the MRO region in the summer of 2020. The average duration for these events was
approximately 88 minutes. A common factor among these events was a malfunction that occurred either
during or shortly after a routine maintenance procedure. The respective RCs and neighboring entities were
notified of the event in each of these cases.
Figure 5 compares the loss of EMS events that took place during the summer and winter season for the last
five years. Each section of the blue bar represents the duration of each individual event. The green bar is the
average impact of all the events in the summer and winter season for each year.
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Figure 5: Loss of EMS Event Time Duration
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More information on ERO EMS Performance can be found in the NERC EMS Performance Special
Assessment. This assessment was published in March of 2021 and focuses on outage duration, EMS
functions, and entity reliability functions. All of the information used for this assessment was collected through
the ERO EA process.

Energy Emergency Alerts
An Energy Emergency is a condition that occurs when a load serving entity or BA has exhausted all other
resource options and can no longer meet its expected load and operating reserves. Energy Emergency Alerts
(EEAs) are issued by the RC. NERC Reliability Standard EOP-0011-1 was developed to address the effects
of operating emergencies by ensuring each TOP and BA has developed an Operating Plan(s) to mitigate
operating emergencies, and that those plans are coordinated within an RC area. To ensure that all RCs
clearly understand potential and actual Energy Emergencies, NERC has established three levels of EEAs.
More information on EEAs can be found in EOP-011-1.
The MRO region experienced three EEAs during the summer of 2020. More detail is provided below on these
alerts.
July 23, 2020 – Level 2 Event
At 6:03 a.m. CST, a generator on the BA’s system was unable to synchronize to the grid which resulted in its
output being restricted. Additionally, another unit on the system was experiencing cooling issues which limited
its output due to the high ambient temperatures; the RC declared an EEA level 1 and notified neighboring
RC’s that it was forecasted to fall below minimum operating reserves. An EEA level 2 was declared as the
loads were forecasted to increase between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. CST, which was expected to
cause the BA to operate at a level below its minimum operating reserves for the peak of the day. A
12
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combination of imports and available generation being brought online allowed the RC to declare an EEA level
0 at 7:55 p.m. CST.
August 19, 2020 – EEA Level 2 Event
At 12:53 p.m. CST, a 232 MW plant tripped off-line and it was anticipated that with the higher than average
loads due to warm temperatures, the BA’s system would be short of operating reserves. An EEA level 2 was
declared as the loads were forecasted to increase between the hours of 4:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. CST, which
was expected to cause the BA to operate at a level below its minimum operating reserves for the peak of the
day. The EEA level 2 was downgraded to level 1 at 6:31 p.m. CST as generators previously outaged became
available. A combination of imports and available generation brought online allowed the RC to declare an
EEA level 0 at 7:00 p.m. CST.
September 11, 2020 – EEA Level 2 Event
At 12:27 p.m. CST, several generators were unavailable due to planned and unplanned generation
maintenance. These units included a 300 MW unit, a 350 MW unit, a 150 MW unit, two 68 MW units and one
47 MW unit. An EEA level 2 was declared as the loads were higher than forecast and that reduced the BA’s
operating reserves to below its required minimum amounts. A combination of imports and available
generation brought online allowed the RC to declare an EEA level 0 at 7:00 p.m. CST.

Generator Availability
GADS is a data collection tool used by the ERO Enterprise to collect information about the performance of
electric generating equipment in order to analyze generation outages. This valuable source of reliability,
availability, and maintainability information includes unit design data, monthly performance data (including
hours of availability and power produced), and events data. GADS became mandatory on January 1, 2013,
and currently holds data on more than 8,000 generation units across North America, but excludes wind
turbines. Wind generation data is captured in a separate GADS Wind application that became mandatory on
January 1, 2018. GADS data is also used to conduct assessments of generation resource adequacy.

Resource Mix
The MRO region has a diverse resource mix as shown in Figure 6 of available 2020 summer peak accredited
capacity. Conventional generation that traditionally provided essential reliability services continues to be
retired and replaced with renewable generation that either cannot provide these essential reliability services,
or was not initially designed to provide them. The MRO region currently has approximately 39,700 MW of
installed nameplate wind capacity. However, only approximately 7,500 MW of wind is accredited to be
available during the period of 2020 summer peak demand. There are multiple projects in the MISO and SPP
generation interconnection queue that if all were installed would add approximately 77,500 MW of nameplate
wind capacity to the MRO region by 2030. Operational challenges associated with a large amount of wind
include accurately forecasting the output of wind resources, and in some older wind turbines, less reactive
support than conventional generation typically provides. The increase in renewable generation also adds
operational complexity to resource commitment and dispatch. Renewable resource output can vary
substantially from the forecast values, even for short-term forecasts.
The move away from conventional generation requires the BA to have unloaded capacity that can respond
quickly to the deviation in resource output. Existing steam units do not typically have high ramp rates,
especially those that were designed as base load units. Furthermore, the units were not designed to be cycled
to the extent they are today, which leads to higher forced outage rates and additional maintenance
requirements. These factors lead to increased risk of having insufficient resources to serve load during
13
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periods when the actual output of renewables deviates significantly from the forecast. This creates a
challenge for control room operations awareness and decision making.

Figure 6: Peak Capacity in MW by Fuel Types
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The largest single contributor by peak capacity is natural gas turbines, but fossil steam plants and
conventional hydro make up large portions of generation as well. Generation availability can have a
substantial impact on reliability. Particularly of interest are forced outages and derates impacting available
generation. Event Impact serves to concisely indicate the megawatt hours lost due to a forced outage or
derate. The data presented here is a summary of 2020 event impact in the MRO footprint over the summer
months.
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Figure 7: Total Impactful Events
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Figure 8: Average Impact of Events by Unit Type
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Figure 7 shows the total event impacts in megawatt hours for each conventional unit type, while Figure 8
shows the average megawatt hours lost from forced outages and derates for each conventional unit type. As
shown in Figure 7, fossil steam plants have the most event impact in part due to their MW unit size and
number of fossil steam plants. However, other types of generation outages, particularly nuclear plants, have
been more impactful per event as shown in Figure 8. The large average impact of nuclear power is driven by
a single outage and accounts for the single largest percentage of nuclear outage cause type. Severe weather
is a vulnerability across all generation types - storms have an increased impact on nuclear power plants due
to their megawatt unit size and the likely failure of the nuclear plant’s off-site power source. Shown below are
the top five outage cause types for nuclear and fossil steam plants. Outage causes for other types of
generation are provided in Appendix A.
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Nuclear:
Table 1 – Nuclear Outage Types
Cause Type
Storms
Control Valves
In core nuclear instrumentation
Thermal Discharge limits
Circulating water pump motors

Portion of
MWh lost
76.75%
9.95%
5.35%
2.82%
2.02%

Fossil Steam:
Table 2 – Fossil-Steam Outage Types
Cause Type
Air heater (regenerative)
Plant Modifications for compliance or changed regulatory requirements
Waterwall (Furnace Wall)
First superheater
Forced draft fans

Portion of
MWh lost
9.51%
7.81%
5.42%
4.63%
4.2%

Generator Availability Wind
Reporting wind component outages in GADS was not mandatory in 2020, and therefore may not fully represent
wind resource outage causes. However, the component outage data from summer 2020 shows that mechanical
failures were the most impactful outages for wind turbines in the summer months.
Figure 9 shows the causes of forced outages for wind turbines. Of those outages reported, there were 38,207
forced wind turbine outage hours within MRO last summer. The breakdown of causes by percentage is
represented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Wind Component Outage in MWh
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Mechanical issues were the largest contributors to wind turbine outages in the 2020 summer months in
comparison to the 2019 summer season, where the leading cause was electrical component failure in power
converter and converter cooling issues. The shift in the different types of failures is most likely attributed to the
relatively small sample size in 2019, since only a handful of wind owners began reporting outages in GADS
wind, making it difficult to observe short-term trends. MRO covers the five windiest states in the U.S.:
Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota, North Dakota, and Iowa. Higher wind speeds generate more wind energy,
but result in higher mechanical failure rates. More information on codes, data, and reporting expectations can
be found in the GADS Wind Data Reporting Instructions.
Based on the forced outage rates for nuclear, fossil-steam, and wind turbines, MRO is closely monitoring the
performance and identifying the failure risk on these types of resources and what system improvements are
being implemented by owners and manufacturers to reduce system outages. Higher forced outage rates of
nuclear, fossil-steam, and wind turbines could impact the generation resource availability during extreme peak
demand and further deteriorate system reliability.
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Baseload 1 Generation Trending
GADS collects performance data for conventional generating units that are 20 MW and larger. Conventional
generating units are characterized as different groups based on unit starting characteristics, such as baseload
and daily startup. Baseload plants, generally fossil-fired power plants or nuclear power plants, are
characterized by high operating availability to meet the minimum level of demand throughout the day. Based
on GADS monthly generation performance data, the MRO region baseload generation is showing a clear
decreasing trend that indicates the resource mix change is underway. Figure 10 shows the yearly and
summer available and actual baseload generation for the year 2018 through 2020.

Figure 10: Available & Actual Baseload Generation (GWh)
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Conventional Generation Retirement and Installation
Conventional power plants, such as coal fired, nuclear, and old natural gas continue to be retired and
replaced with renewable generation and natural gas plants. Based on GADS data, there was approximately
4,500 MW of conventional generation capacity retired from 2018 to 2020, which largely consist of coal and
natural gas generation. The coal fired generation and nuclear generation were retired due to emissions
mandates, operating cost, or operational inflexibility. There was approximately 1,400 MW of conventional
generation capacity installed from 2018 to 2020. All of the newly installed generation is natural gas, which was
selected because of lower prices, lower emissions compared to coal, and higher operating flexibility. Table 3
and Table 4 summarize the conventional generation retirement and installation for the last three years in the
MRO region.

1

Baseload: The minimum level of demand on an electrical grid.
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Table 3: Conventional Generation Retired from 2018 to 2020

Unit Starting
Characteristics\
Fuel type
Base Load
Startup 1
Total

Coal
(MW)

Natural
Gas (MW)

Nuclear
(MW)

Other
(MW)

Total (MW)

1,603
524
2,127

139
1,443
1,582

653
0
653

0
118
118

2,395
2,085
4,480

Table 4: Conventional Generation installed from 2018 to 2020

Unit Design Type

Generation
Capacity (MW)

Unit Starting
Characteristics Name

Combined Cycle
Simple Cycle
Internal Combustion
Total

708
625
47
1,380

Startup
Startup
Startup

As indicated in Table 3, most of the retired coal fired generation and nuclear generation is baseload
generation. The retired generation is being replaced by renewable generation and new natural gas generation
that shifts the system operating characteristics and constraints of the BPS. The shifting operating
characteristics may require conventional, dispatchable units that provide fast and flexible essential reliability
services. Table 4 shows that all the recently installed conventional units are natural gas, start-up units that
can provide fast and flexible essential reliability services, improving future BPS reliability.
The changing resource mix meets consumers’ desires and presents economic benefits and opportunities, but
it also creates potential planning and operating risks. With the generation mix evolution, there are many new
factors that can have an impact on the BPS. Therefore, planning and operation of the BPS will be more
complex and challenging in the months and years ahead. While natural gas can reliably provide generation
and other positive benefits, factors such as economic growth, severe weather, and extreme temperatures in
both winter and summer months can have a significant impact on natural gas prices and availability.
Renewable resources also provide generation and other benefits, but are dependent on weather for power
output. Accurate weather forecasting, along with highly responsive resources that react to unexpected
fluctuations in renewable resource output, will be key to reducing risks associated with the uncertainty of
renewable resources. As a result, a new set of resource adequacy assessment methods will be needed to
fully evaluate the ability of new generation to meet demand, and to accurately identify changing reserve
requirements to ensure reliable operations for all operating conditions.

Transmission Availability
TADS is a program that collects information regarding the availability of AC and DC transmission circuits, and
transmission transformers operating at 100 kV and above. TADS also collects detailed information about

1

Startup: Startup units are thermal units that have high flexibility and can be turned on in a short time.
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individual outage events that, when analyzed at the regional and NERC level, provide data that is useful in
reliability analyses. This section summarizes the transmission outages experienced during the summer of 2020.
The table below shows existing transmission circuit miles for the MRO region reported in TADS.
100-199kV
Name
AC Circuit

Circuits
3261

200-299kV

Miles
46364

Circuits
406

200-299kV
Name
DC Circuit

Circuits
2

300-399kV

Miles Circuits Miles
14425
478 18049

400-499kV

Miles Circuits Miles
930
4
1984

400-599kV
Circuits Miles
8
1514

500-599kV
Circuits
2

Miles
1165

Total
Circuits
4153

Miles
80352

Total
Circuits
8

Miles
4079

Table 5: Transmission Circuit Miles
An automatic outage results from the automatic operation of a switching device, such as a circuit breaker,
causing an element to change from an in-service state to a not in-service state. Sustained outages for one
minute or greater are reported for outages to elements operated at 100 kV and above. Momentary outages less
than one minute are only reported for elements operated at or above 200 kV. Figure 11 shows 100 kV and
above automatic outages that include both momentary (for 200 kV and above) and sustained outages from
June 2020 through September 2020. There was only one 400-599 kV outage during this time period, which was
a weather (Weather/Foreign Interference) related outage. The solid bars in Figure 11 indicate the number of
automatic outages that occurred during each month of the timeframe for each voltage class. The associated
thin bars indicate the five-year average historical number of outages for those same months and voltage
classes.
As can be seen in Figure 11, automatic outages were below the five-year average for most of the summer, with
August being the exception. The severe derecho that swept through the Midwest on August 10-11, 2020, was a
significant contributor to 100–199 kV sustained outages during that month. During those two days alone, 58
sustained 100–199 kV outages were reported, over half of the number of outages typically seen in the entire
month of August. In total, 85 of the 100–199 kV sustained outages that were reported in August were attributed
to weather and lightning. This should serve as a stark reminder of how significantly a single severe weather
event can impact the BES.
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Figure 11: Summer 2020 Automatic Outages by Month
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Momentary outages are automatic outages (non-operator initiated) with a duration of less than one minute. If
the circuit recloses and trips again in less than a minute of the initial outage, it is only considered one outage.
Figure 12 shows the major causes of momentary outages for 200 kV and above elements between June 2020
and September 2020, and the associated historical five-year averages. Figure 12 indicates that most
momentary outages during this timeframe were weather related, caused by lightning and high winds. Figure 12
also shows that the cause of a significant number of momentary outages often goes unidentified. This could
indicate that a large number of transient faults occur that leave little evidence of their cause, such as vegetation
or debris coming into contact with the line and then immediately burning up and falling away. It could also
indicate that thorough line inspections following transient faults due to unknown or weather related events, are
not always performed.
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Figure 12: Summer 2020 Momentary Outages by Cause
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The TADS definition of a sustained outage is an automatic outage with a duration of one minute or greater.
Figure 13 shows that failed AC circuit equipment was the most significant contributor to sustained 115 kV
outages during the summer of 2020. Most of those circuit failures were the result of severe storms and many
occurred during the August 10-11, 2020 derecho. Overall, there were fewer sustained outages during this
timeframe than the previous five-year average across all voltage classes.
Figure 13 also shows that vegetation contact was the fifth highest cause of sustained outages for 100–199 kV
circuits (and higher than the 5-year average), but only a handful were recorded for circuits 200 kV and above.
This is noteworthy because NERC’s Transmission Vegetation Management Standard FAC-003-2 is only
applicable to circuits 200 kV and above. So, while the data may potentially point to the effectiveness of that
standard for those circuits, it also highlights the importance of maintaining a robust vegetation management
program for circuits below 200 kV, even though those circuits are not subject to vegetation management
standards unless they are identified as an element of an Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit. This is
especially poignant as 100–199 kV circuits frequently have load-serving taps on them, meaning load is more
susceptible to getting dropped as compared to 200 kV and above circuits.
Finally, Figure 13 also highlights the opportunity for improved TADS reporting in the future, as there continues
to be many sustained outages with a cause of “unknown” and “other.” A sustained outage implies that a
permanent fault exists (assuming reclosing for the circuits having automatic reclosing capabilities exists and
was unsuccessful), and that the cause of the fault needs to be corrected before returning the circuit to service.
As a result, the cause of the sustained outage should most often be identifiable, although there may be
instances where, even after extensive investigation, the cause of a sustained outage is not known. It is also
possible the sustained causes are entered as “unknown” when the event initially occurs, before an investigation
has taken place to determine the cause, and then never updated. MRO encourages entities to review and
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update the sustained outage causes to provide accurate and complete reporting.
MRO will continue to focus on improving its process for validation of data from registered entities and working
with the entities to understand and analyze these causes. Doing so will improve the information in this database
and make it more useful for future analysis.

Number of Outages

Figure 13: Summer 2020 Sustained Outages by Cause
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Protection System Misoperations
Protection system reliability is critical for the BES. Proper operation of protection systems is instrumental in
preventing cascading events and large disturbances. A protection system misoperation is summarized as a
failure of a composite protection system to operate as intended for protection purposes (the full definition can
be found in the NERC Glossary). The reporting of misoperations allows for causal analysis, overall trending
across North America, and an opportunity to improve the effectiveness of mitigation measures. TOs, GOs,
and DPs are required, per the NERC Rules of Procedure Section 1600 data request process, to report
protection system operations and misoperations. Reporting is accomplished through the Misoperation
Information Data Analysis System (MIDAS). A common measure using MIDAS data is a misoperation rate
[(misoperations)/(total operations)], which provides an industry measurement of protection system
performance. The annual ERO Enterprise misoperation rate is shown below in Figure 14 from the 2020 NERC
State of Reliability report.
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Figure 14: Year-Over-Year Changes and Trends in the Annual Misoperations Rate by Region

Figure 15: MRO Misoperation Rates by Year
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There were 3,052 operations and 252 misoperations reported within the MRO region in 2020 for a misoperation
rate of 8.26 percent. Figure 15 shows the misoperation rate had been trending downward until 2020. Figure 16
illustrates that while the total protection system operations were down about 18 percent in 2020 from the
previous three-year average, the total misoperations did not experience the same proportional decrease. Some
entities that have a history of higher than average misoperation rates showed improvement in 2020; however,
there were many typically well performing entities who experienced one or two more misoperations than
normal, which increased the MRO regional misoperation rate for 2020. To raise awareness of this issue, MRO’s
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Protective Relay Subgroup is developing a white paper and a lessons learned on misoperations’ causes and
trends, along with mitigation strategies.

Summer-related weather events strain the BES with faults, and stress all relay systems more frequently than
winter weather events. Figures 12 and 13 show about 40 percent reduction of weather related sustained
outages and about 28 percent reduction of weather related sustained and momentary outages in the summer of
2020. A reduced number of total protection system operations reported in MIDAS and a reduced number of
weather related transmission outages reported in TADS indicate the 2020 summer storms were not as severe
on the BES as previous years. While the derecho that hit the Midwest was significant, overall weather impact
on the BES in the summer of 2020 was lower than average.
MIDAS reports are made quarterly. The second and third quarter of the year (April 1 through September 30)
aligns closest to the summer season (designated June 1 through September 30) for this assessment. Figure 16
illustrates a lower number of operations and misoperations reported during the first quarter. As shown in Figure
17, many misoperations are not associated with a fault. Non-fault associated misoperations have a smaller
variance than fault associated misoperations, and do not vary with the number of correct protection system
operations. Therefore these misoperations will have a larger impact on the misoperation rate when the total
number of protection system operations is low. It is reasonable to expect the misoperation rate would be higher
than average when the total number of correct operations (associated with faults) is lower.
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Historical Summer Load Forecast
In order to account for weather effects as accurately as possible, entities provide a forecast based on "normal
weather," or assumed temperatures consistent with approximately the past 30 years of meteorological data.
This is also referred to as the "50/50" forecast, which means that, in a given year, the probability of the
projected peak load being exceeded is 50 percent, while the probability that the actual peak load would be less
than predicted is also 50 percent. A 90/10 forecast is a worst-case extreme weather scenario. It means there is
a 10 percent chance that the projected peak load would exceed the 50/50 forecast in a given year, while a 90
percent chance that it would not be exceeded in a given year. In other words, the forecast would be exceeded,
on average, only once every ten years.
Figure 18 shows the three-year historical summer normal (50/50) forecast and extreme (90/10) forecast, along
with actual and all-time summer peak load for each PC in the MRO region. MISO and SPC areas extreme
projected load forecasts were very close to or exceeded the recorded all-time load, while SPP’s all-time peak
was below or at the 50/50 forecast level for the last three years. SPC and SPP recorded a new all-time summer
peak load in 2018 and 2019, respectively. The all-time highest hourly average demand recorded for each of the
MRO assessment areas are:
•

MH – 3,412 MW in 2015

•

MISO – 127,125 MW in 2011

•

SPC – 3,524 MW in 2018

•

SPP – 50,768 MW in 2019

Actual weather conditions that occurred at the time of peak load can then be compared to the forecast weather
prediction to determine if any adjustments may be warranted in the forecast peak. This is particularly important
for MISO and SPP, whose single BA footprints span from the Canadian border to the Gulf of Mexico, which can
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result in significant weather diversity for any given day.

Figure 18: 3-Year Historical Summer Load Forecast
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The 2021 RSA includes the months of June through September.

Anticipated Summer Resource and Peak Demand Scenario
Peak demand (or load) is the highest electrical power demand that has occurred over a specified time period,
and is typically characterized as annual, daily, or seasonal. The changes in demand levels are generally
predictable and have daily, weekly, and seasonal patterns. The annual peak of hourly, daily, and monthly
demand typically occurs during the winter or summer due to higher heating or cooling demand.
Figure 19 illustrates the 2021 and five-year historical generation by fuel type at the time of summer peak for
each of the PCs in the MRO region:
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Figure 19: Peak Generation by Fuel Type
Each PC has a slightly different resource mix. MH is predominantly hydro, while the resource mix in MISO, SPC
and SPP consists primarily of coal and natural gas, with increasing amounts of wind. Because electric capacity
output of wind depends on weather conditions, on-peak wind capacity contributions are substantially less than
nameplate capacity. For this reason, MISO and SPP wind capacity contribution is accredited approximately at
14 and 17 percent of the total existing nameplate capacity, respectively.
Fossil-steam, nuclear, gas and petroleum generating plants are susceptible to extreme hot temperatures and
will shut down when not properly cooled in summer months. The extreme peak demand scenario in Table 7
examines how extreme or prolonged hot and humid temperatures over a large area could impact the generation
resource adequacy. Resources throughout the extreme scenario are compared against expected operating
reserve requirements that are based on peak load and normal weather. The effects from low-probability events
are also factored in through additional resource derates or low-output scenarios, and extreme summer peak
load conditions. The 90/10 extreme peak load weather forecast methodology indicates the reliability risk of the
actual system peak exceeding the 50/50 forecasted value due to load forecast uncertainty. The summer
seasonal risk scenario, which includes the cumulative impact resulting from the occurrence of multiple lowprobability events, is lower than in winter season due to better predictability of load and generation availability in
summer.
Table 6 and 7 shows the risk scenarios if peak demand exceeds forecast using the following definitions:

1

•

Anticipated Resources: Existing resources plus Net Firm Transfers plus Planned resources

•

Outages/Derates 1: A derate for maintenance and forced outages based on the past three-year

Derate is a partial outage with an associated reduction in capacity.
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summer periods.
•

Operational Mitigations: Emergency procedures (e.g., additional imports, voluntary load
curtailment, voltage reductions, public appeals, and foregoing reserve requirements) that would be
employed in extreme conditions.

•

Net Internal Demand: Total Internal Forecast Demand minus Demand Side Management (DSM)

•

Extreme Peak Load: Sum of Net Internal Demand and seasonal load adjustment (90/10 forecasted
load).

•

Reserve Margin: Measure of the amount of generation capacity available above projected load to
reliably meet expected demand.

•

Extreme Low Generation: Anticipated Resource minus Outages/Extreme Derates

•

Expected Operating Reserves - Expected operating reserve requirement on peak from operating
entity (e.g., RC or BA) that requires adequate generating capacity be available at all times to
maintain scheduled frequency and avoid loss of firm load following transmission or generation
outages.

Table 6 displays the anticipated resources, the 50/50 forecast demand, and the anticipated reserve margins for
each assessment area. The net internal demand projections are based on normal 50/50 weather forecast and
are provided on a coincident 1 basis for the assessment areas. MH, MISO, SPC and SPP all met or exceed their
reserve margin requirements for 2021 summer and have sufficient resources for anticipated conditions for the
upcoming 2021 summer period. Planned resources are adequate based on normal demand and average
weather conditions (50/50 forecasts).
Table 6: Normal Summer Resource and Peak Demand based on 50/50 Forecast
Assessment Area

Anticipated
Resources

Net Internal
Demand

Anticipated
Reserve Margin

Reserve Margin
Requirements

MH

3,763

2,965

27%

12.0%

MISO

141,443

116,360

22%

18.3%

SPC

4,002

3,340

20%

11.0%

SPP

67,086

51,643

30%

16.0%

The worst-case scenario for summer 2021 utilizes increased resource outages and derates combined with
extreme peak load forecast.
The operating reserve requirement in Table 7 determines the likelihood to issue EEAs and is calculated as
follows: operating reserve requirement = expected operating reserves + extreme peak load

1

Sum of two or more peak loads that occur in the same hour.
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Table 7: Extreme Summer Resource and Peak Demand Scenario
Extreme Resource Outages and Capacity Derates

Extreme Demand (MW)

PC

Anticipated
Resources

Extreme
Outages
and Derates

Extreme
Low
Generation

Operational
Mitigations
Available

Expected
Operating
Reserves

Extreme
Peak
Load

Operating
Reserve
Requirement

Likelihood
to issue
EEAs

MH

3,763

239

3,524

0

200

3,250

3,450

Low

MISO

141,443

25,206

116,237

2,400

2,310

123,887

126,197

High

SPC

4,002

290

3,712

580

330

3,512

3,842

High

SPP

67,086

16,691

50,395

1,700

1,700

54,225

55,925

High

The extreme low generation scenario highlighted in Table 7 shows MISO, SPC and SPP fall below their
operating reserve requirement of 126,197 MW, 3,842 MW, and 55,925 MW, respectively, due to outages and
extreme derates. Under the extreme peak demand and outage scenario studied, MISO, SPC, and SPP would
likely need to issue EEAs and/or max-gen alerts and conservative operations, as well as employ operating
mitigations such as demand response, transfers, and short-term load interruption. SPP outages and extreme
derates shown in Table 7 considers only 350 MW of wind output available, the lowest wind generation
recorded. SPP wind generation set a peak record of 21,133 MW on March 29, 2021.
The worst-case scenario has a much higher than expected number of generation outages and extreme derates
(partial outage with an associated reduction in capacity) combined with excessively hot and humid days. These
have a very low likelihood of occurring, especially all at the same time.

Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
The NERC DER Report defines DER as any resource on the distribution system that produces electricity and is
not included in the NERC definition of the BES. Inverter-based DERs, such as rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV)
located on the distribution system, are having a major impact on generation, transmission, and distribution
systems, particularly those connected to the BPS that are not defined as BES resources. MH, MISO, SPC, and
SPP do not anticipate any reliability issues related to DERs given their installations are very low compared to
overall system load during the 2021 summer assessment period. Table 8 shows the installed DERs (rooftop
solar PVs, small wind turbines, gas-powered generators, etc.) nameplate capacity for each of the assessment
areas. Peak capacity is the amount of DER projected to be available during the period of peak demand.

Table 8: Total installed DER nameplate and peak capacity
Assessment
2020 Summer
2021 Summer
2021 Summer Peak
Area
Nameplate (MW)
Nameplate (MW)
Capacity MW)
MH
35
35
2.4
MISO
861
861
431
SPC
35
38
0*
SPP
40
40
0*
*Available peak capacity is zero as it is not counted for the Reserve Margin purpose.
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Wind
MISO, SPC, and SPP continue to see a significant increase in wind penetration in the region. Table 9 reflects
the installed wind nameplate and peak capacity for each of the assessment areas. The peak capacity value is
the accredited Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) amount of wind available during the period of peak
demand. ELCC 1 is defined as the amount of incremental load a particular type of resource, such as wind, can
dependably and reliably serve, while also considering the probabilistic nature of generation shortfalls and
random forced outages. The ELCC amount also varies with the resource mix of the system being evaluated.
This results in decreasing ELCC values as renewable penetration becomes higher. This is a much lower value
than nameplate to account for the uncertainty of the wind availability at peak load hours.

Table 9: Total installed wind nameplate and peak capacity
Assessment
Area
MH
MISO
SPC
SPP

2020 Summer
Nameplate (MW)
259
21,594
241
23,529

2021 Summer
Nameplate (MW)
259
26,829
616
26,885

2021 Summer Peak
Capacity (MW)
43
3,872
66
4,670

2021 Summer Outlook
The following sections describe the projected reliability conditions for each PC footprint in the MRO region.
MH
As of mid-March 2021, the Covid-19 pandemic situation in Manitoba appears to be stable and further relaxation
of business restrictions is expected. This indicates that demand for electricity will increase. However there is
considerable uncertainty whether demand will return to the pre-Covid levels. While the Covid-19 pandemic is
expected to be present over the summer assessment period, an impact on BPS reliability is not anticipated at
this time.
Manitoba Hydro’s Selkirk thermal generating station, with a capacity of approximately 66 MW, was officially
retired on April 1, 2021. This generation retirement is not anticipated to create reliability concerns as new
generation from the Keeyask hydro station will come on-line around the same time period, and there is
sufficient generating capacity to meet planning reserve margins in the balancing authority area. The first of
seven Keeyask units is now in-service and the second is expected by July 1, 2021 (at 93 MW per unit).
Reservoir storage levels are average and adequate to withstand any drought this summer.
MISO
MISO does not anticipate resource availability issues for the upcoming 2021 summer season based on
normal load forecast. Summer scenarios with high resource outages and high demand may require utilization
of load modifying resources (LMRs) during peak periods as LMRs become an increasingly important segment
of MISO’s resource mix. Previous enhancements have enabled MISO to access LMRs more efficiently,
resulting in faster response times.

Garver, L. L. (1966) “Effective Load-Carrying Capability of Generating Units.” IEEE Transactions on Power
Apparatus and Systems. Vol PAS-85.
1
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Covid-19 impacts on MISO load through late 2020 and the first quarter of 2021 have been much less
pronounced than they were at the beginning of the pandemic. During the pandemic, MISO load has run one to
two percent below normal in mild weather, and one to two percent above normal in hotter weather. MISO
expects load to trend close to normal through the 2021 summer season, however during a heatwave, load
could trend one to three percent above normal due to increased residential demand.
MISO continues to collaborate closely with neighboring assessment areas to address loop flows from high
regional transfers between MISO north and MISO south. MISO’s regional dispatch transfer operating
procedures, developed previously to address potential reliability issues that could result from high MISO
regional transfers, have helped bring awareness and open communication with neighboring regions on
potential reliability issues. With the new procedure, impacted entities are able to identify the actual impact of
the transfers on a congested element and use appropriate coordination processes and procedures to seek
relief on the congested element, if needed.
SPC
One of SPC’s gas generating stations, with multiple plants, will be offline for planned maintenance from the
end of August to early October 2021. This work was initially planned for 2020, but was deferred to 2021.
Forced outage(s) during this planned maintenance period could increase the risk of operating reserve
shortages during peak load times or EEAs, depending on the amount of generation lost due to such forced
events. In the low probability scenario of multiple generation failures causing a forced outage of 450 MW or
greater, combined with extreme peak loads, SPC may have to rely on short-term power transfers from
neighboring utilities, demand response programs, and potential load interruptions.
SPC does not anticipate any Covid-19-related issues for the upcoming summer operation. To date, there
have been very few SPC staff members directly affected by the Covid-19 pandemic, and it is anticipated that
all generation and transmission outage plans will take into consideration mitigation plans should an outbreak
occur among those performing the work.
SPP
SPP anticipates planning reserves are adequate for the upcoming summer season. SPP does not anticipate
any emerging reliability issues impacting the area due to the Covid-19 pandemic, although managing the
operation of increased wind generation continues to be an area of focus. The SPP assessment area has been
preparing for increased wind generation by developing transmission, adding additional forward-looking and
real-time reliability analysis, and recently operating and maintaining the grid during a period of time where
wind was at an 81 percent penetration level (approximately 19,000 MW of wind output). The robust
transmission system in SPP’s assessment area, which includes resource availability, reserve margin, diverse
fuel mix, and efficient market system, allows SPP to maintain reliability and respond successfully to real-time
concerns during the summer season.
SPP’s Uncertainty Response Team (URT) utilizes historical data to help predict and develop mitigation plans
for load forecast errors up to seven days in advance. Potential errors are predicted based on the levels of
expected load, wind, and traditional resource outage in forecast. Certain percentile errors are evaluated and
protected against on a daily basis. Such protection plans include, but are not limited to, recommendations to
commit longer lead generation that would otherwise not be brought online based on current forecast,
discontinuing approval of newly submitted generation outages, and recommendations for communication to
generation and transmission owners. During upcoming potentially unstable events, (i.e., extreme cold weather
and summer peaks), the URT may increase the percentile error, which is protected against, to further help
prepare for such events.
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SPP continues to work with neighboring regions to address potential electric deliverability issues associated
with extreme weather events. To address weather-related concerns with neighboring entities, SPP relies on
joint operating agreements to coordinate and exchange data and information to ensure system reliability and
efficient market operations. Using the current operational processes and procedures, SPP will continue to
assess the needs for the 2021 summer season and will adjust as needed to ensure that real time reliability is
maintained throughout the summer timeframe.

Focus Areas for Summer 2021
The following focus areas represent MRO’s independent evaluation of the 2021 summer season generation
and transmission system, as well as potential operational concerns that should be considered for the upcoming
2021 summer season:

•

MISO’s reserve margin is sufficient to meet normal summer peak demand. However, extreme summer
peak load and generation outages will likely exceed capacity resources that are available and require
additional transfers from surrounding areas.

•

MH, SPC, and SPP assessment areas anticipate resources are sufficient to meet operating reserve
requirements under normal demand and outage scenarios this summer. Above normal summer peak
load and generation outages could result in SPC and SPP entering conservative operations or issuing
EEAs to mitigate energy shortages. Situational awareness of unplanned generation outages and low
wind forecasts, along with employing operating mitigations like demand response during extreme
weather conditions, can help BAs reconcile the uncertainty associated with seasonal planning reserve
margins and manage real-time energy shortfalls within their footprint.

•

Conventional generation resource performance and availability is key to meeting projected summer
demand. Rapidly changing resource mix and increased levels of renewable energy resources are
creating significant challenges for operators, particularly with real-time forecasting errors for wind.
Continued monitoring and awareness of renewable generation uncertainty during peak load periods is
crucial and essential to the reliability of the BPS. As the dependence on intermittent resources in the
region continues to increase, there will be a greater need for fast responding dispatchable resources
capable of following large unexpected changes in intermittent resource output.

•

Transmission availability and protection system misoperations will continue to be an area of focus for
the region as summer is the most challenging season regarding availability, based on historical trends.

•

Impacts from the Covid-19 pandemic that resulted in generally lower loads last summer are predicted
to be slightly less impactful this summer season. Demand for electricity this summer will increase, with
considerable uncertainty on whether demand will return to pre-Covid-19 levels. An impact from the
Covid-19 pandemic on BPS reliability is not anticipated at this time.
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Simple Cycle Turbine:
Table A – Simple Cycle Gas Turbine Outage Types
Cause Type
High pressure blades/buckets B
Storms
Generator bearings and lube oil system
Transmission system problems other than catastrophes
High pressure compressor bleed valves

Portion of
MWh lost
15.72%
13.91%
13.75%
12.18%
6.67%

Pumped Storage/Hydro:
Table B – Hydro/Pumped Storage Outage Types
Cause Type
Other turbine control problems
Other turbine problems
Wicket gate assembly
Other exciter problems
Bearing oil system

Portion of
MWh lost
21.79%
15.72%
15.14%
5.78%
4.28%

Combined Cycle Turbine:
Table C – Combined Cycle Gas Turbine Outage Types
Cause Type
Stator Windings, bushings, and terminals
Other Catastrophe
Shaft coupling mechanism
Turning gear and motor A
DCS hardware problems (including card failure)

Portion of
MWh lost
72.58%
5.29%
5.18%
3.79%
1.64%

Combined Cycle Steam:
Table D – Combined Cycle Steam Outage Types
Cause Type
Stator Windings, bushings, and terminals
Other Catastrophe
Turning gear and motor
Shaft coupling mechanism
DCS hardware problems (including card failure)

Portion of
MWh lost
72.66%
6.16%
4.38%
3.61%
3.36%
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Combined Cycle Block:
Table E – Combined Cycle Block Outage Types
Cause Type
High Pressure shaft seals
Headers between tube bundles
High Pressure super heater
Turning gear and motor
Differential expansion

Portion of
MWh lost
41.87%
20.97%
7.31%
5.22%
3.73%
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